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ABSTRACT 
^ [Confidential] 

The system described in this report is intended to fill a long¬ 
standing requirement of the submarine service for a means of 
communication while submerged. It consists of an assembly which 
includes a towable buoy, tow-signal cable, winch-nest assembly 
and controls. The towable buoy, which supports the communication 
antennas, may be released and retrieved while under way at all 
operating depths. At these depths it provides vlf, hf, uhf, IFF, and 
ECM services and a flashing marker light, as well as loran and 
If reception in strong signal areas. 

The system requires a minimum of hull penetration for 
installation. It has been in operation on the USS HARDHEAD more 
than 18 months and has been used in many exercises at sea. In 
addition to regular submarine communications service, it has been 
used for research purposes by the Laboratory. Although experi¬ 
mental in nature, it has provided much useful information and 
experience for future buoy systems. 

PROBLEM STATUS 

This is an interim report; work on the problem is continuing. 

AUTHORIZATION 

NRL Problem R01-15 
Project SF 006-03-02, Task 7461 

BuShips No. S-1812 

Manuscript submitted November 29, I960. 
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A SUBMARINE COMMUNICATION BUOY SYSTEM 
[ Unclassified Title] 

INTRODUCTION 

The submarine service has long needed a means of communication while submerged. 
Detection, location, and tracking of enemy submarines are accomplished effectively by 
another submarine operating at or near the depth of the enemy submarine. If it is neces¬ 
sary for the submarine to surface in order to communicate with surface ships or aircraft, 
the contact will likely be lost. It is also desirable to be able to receive orders, intelli¬ 
gence, etc., while submerged and hidden. If vlf is used for this purpose, the buoy and 
submarine may be completely submerged and retain communication without disclosing 
their position. This is very desirable in enemy waters. 

Communications from a submerged submarine has been the objective of many inves¬ 
tigations at the Naval Research Laboratory over the years, dating back to the 1920’s. 
From these investigations, the limitations and capabilities of underwater radio wave 
propagation have been established and reported. The most severe limitation is the atten¬ 
uation of radio waves in sea water. 

Some acoustic methods of communication are in use but their ranges are limited. 
The idea of raising antennas to the surface by means of buoys has been suggested and 
expanded to include buoys, floating wires, planing devices, etc. A remote television 
camera has also been proposed and demonstrated for use as a buoy-mounted periscope. 
The buoy idea was recognized as feasible but it was not until a towable body was demon¬ 
strated that interest was aroused in the project (1). An experimental system was then 
devised to include various communication services, to permit launching and retrieving 
of the communication buoy from a deeply submerged submarine, and to provide a haul- 
down mechanism along with the necessary controls and indicators. 

CONTROL SYSTEM 

The system is as shown in Figs. 1 and 2. It consists of a winch-nest assembly, buoy, 
tow-signal cable, and controls. Inside the submarine, in the sonar room, is the main 
controller (Fig. 3). It has push buttons for various means of operation, tension and cable 
indicators, and safety devices. In the radio room, essentially in parallel with the con¬ 
troller, is an auxiliary controller. This has tension and cable indicators and a single 
buoy up-down switch so that the radio operator may control the buoy at the surface to 
compensate for various sea states, changes in depth and speed of the submarine, etc. 
Also in the radio room is a coaxial switch to permit selection of the various services in 
the ASW mode (Fig. 4). When used with the vlf facilities, a signal control unit is used to 
select the various services (Fig. 5). It features a synchronous stepping switch which 
permits selection of the desired band and includes an indicator for depth. A multiplexing 
system will be installed in the future which will allow the services to be used 
simultaneously. 
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I.. I.IJU.

Fig. 1 - ASW buoy communication system
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CONnDENTIAL

Fig. 1 (Continued) - ASW buoy 
communication system
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Fig. 3 — Main winch controller Fig. 4 - Block diagram of ASW mode
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SUBMARINE HULL 

TO ECM MONITOR 

J 
SIGNAL 

CONTROL 
UNIT 

TO SHIP'S . 
LOOPS 

TO HF XMTR-RCVR 

SWITCH 

VLF 

RECEIVER 

Fig. 5 - Block diagram of vlf mode 

BUOY AND ANTENNA SYSTEMS 

reserve buovancv 2\Ínches i" diameter (Figs. 1 and 2). The nominal 
ryry 600 P°unds- Its weight out of water is 350 pounds The center 
IT ?VB. S,alnleSS s,ee1’ whl1' th' “"‘l «ar sections are tiberXs 

r sää rcn»i“"lon8'The nose “ction contaü,s crossed vit 

seale.d ^ lending through the metal center section contains the necessarv 
switches and other control circuitry for the antennas. If the fiberglass should leak for 
L?theeA?w thef Sealed tube Prevents damage to the control circuitry and the antemas 
In the ASW configuration, it contains a dc coupling circuit (Fig. 6) which oermits dr and 

ThiireqU^nCy- aC t0abf picked off the center conductor without interference to the rf circuit 
This coupler is used to power the flashing light and to carry vlf signals 

and aT„lÂ1àZd“h" “ifI “f aÄsbÄ“ V“' a"d “ ^ 

ECM, VLF, and HF Facility 

se?SeÄ 

15 inches in diameter and provide reception equal to or better than the standard 3iÏÏoods 
Their design is based upon principles described in previous NHL Reports (2-6). P ’ 
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4»W 

^8* ^ “ HF antenna mounted 
on top of ECM antenna 

It P«auel in a -»id, open- nysten,. 
Visually, using an oscilloscope The 'rZe from ,Ä Tn SÄT1 etther »V 
printed spiral antennas (7) mounted at euual mSnnZ 10'“® Mc/8 ‘s covered by three 
Three -scimitar- antennas SoZin taFle TcaLe^ ,he “f“4’ “ in Fig. 7. 
vide 1000-2500 Mc/s receotion ThP h*tri Ti ‘ • ’ ^ 5 ltlvely coupled to the whip, pro- 
increase the slgmtl leveTZ to provUe floZmZt? “ tra"s‘s“»-laed amplifier to 
line. It will be more fully described in a forthrnP daili^TS0UrCe t0 feed the transmission 
shown in Fig. 8. * ae8Cnbed ln a forthcoming NRL Report. Typical ranges are 

(Fig.?)6 «Ä^Tiong^wiT °; tophof the ECM antenna secti- 
that of a standard whip, with some improvemenfnoted dufto^e^fSsífee;6 SÍmÍlar t0 

HF, UHF, IFF, and VLF Facility 

shown* F**: aQne^ 01"the^ílToops^s^lso^sed^iif thd eVÍ°Uf(1’8)- Typical ran^s a- 
loop; it is coupled to the transmission line by ^pre^iousW^ntf & Single plane 
vU is so low in frequency as to appear essentiallv^r tï?ifiy, me”tl0ned dc coupler. (The 
not provide the omnidirectionalityof crossed ¡í COUPline circuit.) This does 
since the pattern is a figure eight iith a fair!18 "0t t0° great a ^«ation 
mg of the submarine could be changed if necessarv U’ A1S°’m m°St cases’ the head- uangea 11 necessary to bring a more favorable part of the 

♦Patent application filed. _- 
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antenna pattern into use. 
omnidirectional, with the 
mentioned. 

The horizontal patterns of all services used with the buoy are 
exception of the vlf in the ASW configuration, as previously 

WINCH-NEST ASSEMBLY 

6SrTa“Ä1/2 X 4'1/2 ,eel'lnd lhe hl6hMt >»1"' ÄrÄf; 
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The arms of the nest are curved so as to make the buoy position itself correctly in 
the nest. Directly under the nest is a latching arrangement which permits the tension in 
the tow cable to be reduced while the buoy is in the nest (Fig. 10). No auxiliary power is 
required for the latch. It is engaged by increasing the cable tension to a specified point 
(approximately 1000 pounds) and then slacking the cable. This allows a spring-loaded bar 
(shown in Fig 10(b)) to automatically latch the buoy. To unlatch the buoy, the tension must 
be increased beyond the latching point, as shown in Fig. 10(c) (approximately 1200 pounds), 
causing the dashpot to operate. The dashpot (shown in actuated position) provides a time 
delay sufficient to allow the buoy to clear the nest before releasing the spring-loaded latch. 

Between the nest and the cable drum is a series of rollers mounted on a spring-loaded 
arm. Also mounted on this arm is a synchro transmitter which gives cable tension infor¬ 
mation (see Fig. 2). 

.. Jwo tyP®®,01 cablç-are used with the system.- A modified RG-17/U cable is used with 
^ and vli Facility- Its rf Characteristics are similar to those of standard 
RG-17/U cable. However, its center conductor is constructed of standard copperweld 
wire, with a breaking strength of approximately 4500 pounds. This stranded center con¬ 
ductor also makes the cable much more flexible than standard RG-17/U cable. A diagram 
of the cable is shown in Fig. 11. ^ 

A stainless steel basket-weave shield is placed over the outside of the cable for pro¬ 
tection and added strength. It was originally intended to use the shield as a load-bearing 
“ember but difficulty was experienced in loading the shield and center conductor evenly 
The shield is now used only as a reserve member in case of breakage of the center con¬ 
ductor. The weight of the modified cable is 0.57 Ib/ft in air and 0.28 lb/ft in water. 

For the ECM, vlf, and hf facility, a modified RG-57/U cable has been used. A dia¬ 
gram of this cable is shown in Fig. 12. A stainless steel basket-weave shield, with a 

str®ngth of approximately 4000 pounds, is placed over the outside of standard 
RG-57/U cable. The electrical characteristics remain unchanged. This cable has per¬ 
formed satisfactorily in electrical tests. However, the outside shield is vulnerable to 
abrasion and the two conductors have a shorter life than a single conductor due to the 
greater flexing and twisting action and smaller size. The weight of the cable is 0.28 lb/ft 
in air and 0.13 lb/ft in water. ' 

The drum is equipped with a level wind mechanism to properly lay the cable It mav 
be easily changed for various sizes of cable diameters. The drum has a storage capacity 
of approximately 1000 feet of 1-inch cable and proportionately more for smaller cables. 

Also on the drum is a synchro transmitter which provides cable length information 
For coaxial cable, a coaxial rotary joint may be used on the winch shaft, and for multicon¬ 
ductor cable, a slip ring assembly is used. Locations are shown in Fig. 2. 

The drum is driven by a 250-vdc, reversible, 6-hp motor equipped with an electric 
brake. As now used, the reel-in speed is about 100 ft/min under 600- to 800-pound tension 
with reel-out speed of 110 to 125 ft/min depending on tension. When the motor is not 
energized the brake is locked, holding the drum through the shock-absorbing springs 
provided within the drum. & H B 
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(b) Buoy in latching position 

Fig. 10 — Buoy latching mechanism 
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(c) Latch released-dashpot activated 

(d) Buoy leaving nest 

Fig. 10 (Continued) — Buoy latching mechanism 
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Fig. 11 - Modified RG-17/U 
tow signal cable 

MAX. OD 0.910" 

0.0126" WIRE, 
STAINLESS STEEL 
BASKET-WE AVE 
JACKET 

BRAIO #30 COPPER WIRE 
/ 
/ MIN 00 0.687” MAX. 00 0 695" 

/POLYETHYLENE 

''IS WIRES 0 040“ OM 
30% HARO COPPERWELO 
00 * 0 200 VINYL JACKET 

0080", THK 

V 

f-ULTVINYL CHLORIDE jacket 
(REDUCED WALL THK* 0030") 
TO 0.572" OM 

00 0.625" 

BASKET-WEAVE ARMOR 
0013" DM, TYPE 304 
STAINLESS STEEL 

POLYETHYLENE INSULATION 
TO 0 472" OM 

(2) BARE COPPER CONDS 
JO 7W 0.0285" LAID PARALLEL 

*30 AWG TINNED COPPER 
BASKET-WEAVE BRAID 

Fig. 12 - Modified RG-57/U 
tow signal cable 

TYPE N CONNECTOR 
TO RF CABLE FROM BUOY 

50jl 
MAINTAINED 
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V/\] 
LENGTH OF TRAP = X/A AT 310 MC/S (APPROX ) ^SWITCH 

-P- 
_TRAP IS MADE OF STAINLESS STFFI FOR 
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250/ih 
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P (Woooo'-i 

L-vvvW-l 

0.3 JL 

TO 
+ 28V 

Fig. 13 - Radio room dc coupling circuit for use in ASW mode 

CONTROLLERS 

Radio Room 

The power connections are made through an antihosing, waterproof cable to the 
controller m the submarine The rf connections to the winch are made using either 
RG-n/U or RG-57/U cable (see Figs. 4 and 13 for the ASW mode, and Figs. 5, 14, and 
15 for the vlf mode). The rf switches and controls are located in the radio room. Also 
in the radio room is an auxiliary buoy control unit to allow the radio operator to adjust 
the buoy on the surface. (Schematics of main and auxiliary controllers are shown in 
Fig 16.) A depth gauge may also be provided to give the depth of the buoy below the 
surface. Synchro receivers show the cable tension and length of cable out 
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Fig. 14 - VLF mode buoy controller 

FÍg‘ 15 - VLF mode buoy control circuitry 
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Main Controller (Sonar Room) 

Inch Up, Inch^wÍ Auto Upf Auto^? and Ston butt? °f ^ submarine- R has 
w.e.He, the buoy u ln e^'o, tenate ÂS'ÏL ÂM^rdowa. 

winch will conttoÍ?to?uVuntlinfhe0SStoD0butt0n C°ni!r? relays> by means of which the 
the buoy into the nest wüh tie A ftn tKP kï 18 PUShed' To Prevent accidentally pulling 
de-enerçizes thtlloÄ^ -ich 

is used to slacken^ cato^after the^uo indl^ators and a tension release switch, which 
for a set time to partially unwtoS tïe llZl The te"Si0a release runs the motor the cable. Pariia“y unwind the springs in the drum and so decrease the tension in 

Auxiliary Controller 

The auxiliary controller is in parallel with th 
indicators and a huoy up-down switch. 

ma?¡„é ;F"?1§iterf^aCe<‘nd ,0 com'1M“le 

main control unit. It provides cable 
It permits the radioman to adjust the 
speed and depth-changes of the sub- 

APPROXIMATE RANGES 

The approximate ranges of the various services are as follows 

vlf (reception only) See Fig. 17 

hf 

ECM 

To 6000 miles, dependent on 
atmospheric conditions (if a 
network of stations is available) 

See Fig. 8 

uhf See Fig. 9 

IFF See Fig. 18 

BUOY AND CABLE BEHAVIOR IN VARIOUS SEA STATES 

Figs^igTndl? i6 bUOy and Cable assume configurations such as shown in 

towpoint as shown. These^onfi^rTttonrma^be^lcuâteÍto Hit' ff rtther behind the 
accuracy using methods developed at the DavidTavlor ModtlRa fiSatlSífctory deSree of 
develop and become larger it becomes mnrp h fM d Î.B ‘ However» as waves 

ÄheSlÄrwÄZrhye Wave’ aIl0Wi"gC‘heC«Äe r.. 
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Fig. 17 - Representative values of vlf reception 
range versus loop depth 

Fig. 18 *“ Approximate range of IFF antenna 
(essentially line of sight) in ASW mode 
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p 

4 

DUUT lu luw KUINT HORIZONTAL DISTANCE (FEET) 
.20 4 0 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240260 280 300 320 340 

CABLE CURVES 
350 FEET, MODIFIED RG 17 CABLE 
LARGE BUOY, NOMINAL 600 
POUND STATIC LIFT- 
BUOY DRAG SCALED FROM 
SMALL BUOY DATA 
(CONSTANT SPEED CURVES SHOW 
ACTUAL CABLE CONFIGURATION- 
ANGLE ¿ IS FOUND AS SHOWN) 

Fig. 19 — Modified RG-17/U cable configuration chart 
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_'UW PUIMT HORIZONTAL DISTANfF (FFFti 

T~ I I I f 1° 7 ^325 350 3^400425 450 475^0^^ 

knot 

CABLE CURVES 
600 FEET, MODIFIED RG57 CABLE 
large buoy, nominal goo 
POUND LIFT 

BUOY DRAG SCALED FROM 
SMALL BUOY DATA 

(CONSTANT SPEED CURVES SHOW 

ACTUAL CABLE CONFIGURATION) 
(ANGLE <p IS FOUND AS SHOWN) 

Fig. 20 - Modified RG-57/U cable configuration chart 

cabif.ê^rr^s "rr waves by 
antennas to keep them above water and advpT«p7’ ,¾1 *re?uuires much loneer masts for the 
the design was for wave-ioUowlng acUon Y S the bU°y’S Stability- Therefore, 

various^ speeds g^ve6the^cfua^cable^onfiimr^H ^ 19 and 2°’ the ^rves at the 
their calculations. Interpolations mav be marie Subjf.Ct to the assumptions made in 
points which are not directly on the curves It caí h66” thefpven conc>itions to obtain 
necessary information, such as sneed dent'h ^ ct b that the charts give a11 the 
and the angle of the cable at the submarine fòí the towPoint> length of cable, 
use. The angle of the curves to the horizontal at bu°yw,lth the tow cables presently in 
to the submarine for that particular speed and dept/ 15 ^ aCtUal angle 0Í the Cable 
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OPERATION OF THE SYSTEM 

Under conditions requiring communication from a submarine at all depths below 
periscope, the communication buoy is released from the nest. Upon release, the operator 
may consult the cable curves shown in Figs. 19 and 20 to determine the approximate 
amount of cable to be released. As an example, assume that the submarine is at a keel 
depth of 210 feet making a speed of 3 knots. From Fig. 19 it is determined that approxi- 
mately 250 feet of cable is required. It requires about 2 minutes to release this amount 
of cable. During this time the operator observes the cable tension indicator for an indica¬ 
tion of a change in tension, since the tension will decrease when the buoy reaches the sur¬ 
face. While the buoy is approaching the surface the radio operator, by means of an rf 
coaxial switch in the radio room, transfers the radio transmitting and receiving equipment 
from the ship s antennas to the buoy antenna. The radio operator can also tell immediately 
when the buoy reaches the surface since his hf receiver will receive radio signals, or 
interference, characteristic of an antenna in air. During use of the buoy antenna for com¬ 
munication the radio operator adjusts, by means of the auxiliary controller, the cable 
length to insure optimum sea-following characteristics of the buoy-cable system. This 
adjustment is normally made once for a given sea state; however, if the depth or speed 
of the submarine changes appreciably, a readjustment will be required. Following com¬ 
pletion of communication, the buoy may be nested or allowed to stream if additional use 
is anticipated in a reasonable time. The nesting of the buoy is accomplished by the main 
controller operator and requires about 3 minutes to haul in 300 feet of cable. When the 
buoy reaches the nest, which is indicated by the cable length indicator returning to zero 
and also by a sharp increase in cable tension as the buoy engages the nest, the operator 
inches the buoy in by means of the Inch Down switch until the tension indicates 1100 

pounds. Next, the operator momentarily depresses the Inch Up switch which allows the 
buoy-hold-down latch to engage a hook on the buoy. Following this, the operator depresses 
the tension release button which, by means of a time-control switch, operates the winch 
so as to remove most of the tension from the cable. 

The buoy may be nested and released at submarine speeds from 1 to 5 knots; however 
speeds of 3 to 4 knots appear.optimum for this system. The buoy achieves its greatest 
vertical stability when it is towed with the body just beneath the surface. The mast in 
this condition is quite steady and provides a stable support for the antenna. The degree 
of stability and wave-following ability is at a minimum at periscope depth because of the 

cable required. However, when the buoy is observed from a surface vessel 
with the submarine running deep, the towing characteristic may be better appreciated 
While on the surface, the visible target nature of the buoy appears to be about the same 
as an attack periscope. As a radar target it should appear about the same as a periscope- 
however, in all test radar runs by search-radar-equipped aircraft, the buoy has not been ' 
picked up on the aircraft radar. 

The system has been used satisfactorily in sea states 3 and 4. At higher sea states 
the system remains useful; however, the antenna is “shorted* from time to time by the 
wave action, making it necessary to repeat some parts of messages. 

EXPERIENCES 

The system described in this report is the current configuration which ha'5 b^en 
evolved over the past eighteen months by noting deficiencies and taking corrective meas 
ures, both as to mechanical and electrical features and to changes in performance capa¬ 
bilities, to better meet the needs of the operating submarine. 
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rn""0n,h perlod’ troubie-free periods of operadon of the system have 
leateae of s a Z "Tf “P ï ab0Ut 3 ",0",hs- The earlï ■»alfïsctlons were caused”7 
taslf™ érea,r™lÏÏ2 ““'^fo-POnents. The probability of this type of falluj 
assemble6 nney, /¡d C d by pr^vldlnif means of vacuum checking all O-ring seals after 

Õf?SS“ype of fauireLs h~ “7 Jl8“1' 0l CaWe S,,arl on ,lre »‘“a d™m- Reccurrence 
howeveryPfuture s'vrnemv she in 0lded by Op*ralor skl11 aboartl lhe U88 HARDHEAD; wever, future systems should incorporate features to avoid cable snarl. 

was SisedïvthP the bU°y leaked after a week or more of operation. This 
of vibratTons Also h Í ß ^°™Pression O-ring seals, working loose as a result 
nlPte h i ‘ A1u°’u * 18 believed that this deficiency was responsible for the only com- 

obseríed h °CCUrred dUring 3 N°rth Atlantic storm i"which ^ «tate 9 was observed. This has been corrected by providing cylinder type O-rine seals and other 

SfTdavs ofooerltthe l0Cking of bolts in Position. The failure that occurred after 70 or 
was m tu‘Eh K WaS CaU5ed by parll"e of 11,6 conductor due to fatigue which 
ciency Zs kTJLT'ÏT ^ COTrec“ya H*™ lor this Sin- 
limit the degree ofSnc a^The"8"6"”'"' ” Ve P0"“ oI al,acl>">™t to the buoy to “ ‘ degree oi Hexing, and the procurement of a tow cable with a strmHeH mnL* 

been^ell demonstrated*^ ttmnt hf rhe,rlevin8 a ^ "om a submerged submarine ha. 

Of inn feet ^ HARDHEAD to accomplish two-way communication at depths in excess 
of 3°0 feet On hf test transmissions from the USS HARDHEAD at 300 feet Henth 

ÚÂdheaWD a. S‘r,dh "es a”ay' VLF Ä ^ve' Sn r'ecSdTth. 

revealedTnidaes!mhp?e wavÍÍtmnac?^0 OPerat°r °f the USS HARDHEAD amusement 

process ior several hours, the following exchange of message occurred: 

USS HARDHEAD - “I am at 150 feet coming to periscope depth.” 

Destroyer - Long pause - “Say again.” 

USS HARDHEAD - “I am at 150 feet coming to periscope depth.” 

Destroyer - Pause - “Roger?” 

CONCLUSION 

A system has been developed which incornnratpc numa«» 

men«, a passive system m^^dT/S ÂrÂÂwTa^effi; 
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sized buoy, dependent upon services desired As tho h ^ r 
necessary to either decrease the keel deoth and rired fre(luency increases, it is 
embodying; amplifiers, etc., in the buoy. £ alow-losfí hi °r g° t0 an active system 
than half that of existing polyethylene cables a nassiv? c fbecomes available, e. g., less 
greater depth, with its concurrent reliability’anS ,® COUld b,? used to a much 

w cost as compared to an active system. 
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